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1-WHAT IS PURE?

**CRIS**

- **Current Research Information System.**
  - Database to store and manage data about research conducted at an institution.

- **You need to have a staff affiliation to have access to Pure**
  - If you don’t have a staff affiliation → contact your secretarial office (faculty) to obtain a “statuut als onbezoldigd medewerker”

- **You need an enrollment as a student to have access to your portfolio**
  - If you dont have acces to your portfolio→contact studenten.administratie@vub.be
1-WHAT IS PURE?

VALIDATION PROCESS

• Only **validated, visible** and **relevant** publications are communicated to your portfolio.

  - [https://vub.service-now.com/sp?id=kb_article&sys_id=6ee0c5c8db71c0500249ff361d9619d4](https://vub.service-now.com/sp?id=kb_article&sys_id=6ee0c5c8db71c0500249ff361d9619d4)

• **Fill in all the mandatory fields**, otherwise your publication won´t be validated

  - [https://vub.service-now.com/sp?id=kb_article&sys_id=0f0457a6db750b800249ff361d9619e1](https://vub.service-now.com/sp?id=kb_article&sys_id=0f0457a6db750b800249ff361d9619e1)

---

**PURE**

- Entry in progress
- For validation
- Check by R&D
- Validated

**PORTFOLIO**

When information is missing you will receive a message (in Pure and via e-mail)
RELEVANT CATEGORIES FOR YOUR PORTFOLIO

• **Example relevant category:** *(relevant → portfolio)*
  - Research output > contribution to journal > article
  - Research output > contribution to journal > letter
  - Research output > contribution to journal > scientific review
  - Research output > contribution to journal > conference paper
  - Research output > book/report > commissioned report
  - Research output > book/report > book or anthology
  - Research output > book/report > anthology

• **Example non-relevant category:** *(non-relevant are NOT sent to portfolio)*
  - Contribution to specialist/vulgarizing publication > Article
  - Meeting abstract
1-Do you have access to PURE?

Yes → It’s ok 😊

No → Are you freelance?

Yes, I don’t get paid by the VUB or UZB → No, I get paid by the VUB or UZB

Please ask for a "statuut als onbezoldigd medewerker" to your secretary office.

2-Do you have access to Portfolio?

Yes → It’s ok 😊

No → Please contact: studenten.administratie@vub.be

3-Did you add your publication under a "relevant category"?

Yes → It’s ok 😊

No → Please correct your publication.

4-Is your publication validated in PURE?

Yes → It’s ok 😊

No → Is the status "For validation"?

Yes, my status is "For validation" → No, my status is "Entry in progress"

Check if missing information, complete if necessary and change the status to "For validation"

If there is no missing information and you added the publication one week ago or more, you can contact us.
5-Can you see your publications from PURE in your Portfolio?

5-1- No ➔ Please check this information

5-1- Yes ➔ It´s ok 😊

6-Is your publication or activity on "visibility public" in Pure?

6-1- No ➔ Please check this information

6-1- Yes ➔ It´s ok 😊

7-Patent:

The patent application is confidential. Any patent application will be published 18 months after its initial filing. The patents can only be added in Pure once they have been published. You should contact the Data Transfer department in order to be sure that the information can be publicly disclosed.

- Marsyas Coene: Marsyas.Coene@vub.be
- Hugo Loosvelt: hugo.loosvelt@vub.be
2-WHY SHOULD I USE PURE?

7 REASONS

2.1 Ease of use:
- (automated) Import sources PubMed, WoS, EMBASE & Scopus
- Import from RIS & BibTex
- Reuse curated metadata (journals, external organization & publishers)

2.2 Visibility of your research:
- Pure portal, indexed by Google
- FRIS research portal

2.3 Re-use of data (internal & external):
- Websites
- Maintain multiple CVs
- FWO export
- Automated extraction of your academic record (promotions)
2-WHY SHOULD I USE PURE?

7 REASONS

2.4-Used for the PhD portfolio

2.5-Used for reporting (internal & external)
   - Staff evaluations/promotions (e-dossier)
   - VUB Funding (government)
   - Statistics

2.6-You/VUB has ownership of the data in Pure
   - In contrast to ResearchGate, Academia, etc.

2.7-Information in Pure is accessible for free for everybody via the portal
2-WHY SHOULD I USE PURE?

2.1-EASE OF USE:

Import sources
Import file formats
Manual input

PubMed  Scopus
WEB OF SCIENCE

BIBTEX
© CERIF in Action
RIS (file format)
2-WHY SHOULD I USE PURE?:

2.3 RE-USE OF DATA (INTERNAL & EXTERNAL)

Download your research output in a .xml format that can be uploaded in the FWO database (www.fwo-elolet.be) when applying for FWO funding.

https://cris.vub.be/pure-fwo-export/
• ORCID is a persistent digital identifier that distinguishes you from every other researcher (globally)
  • No more name ambiguity
  • ORCID will transcend discipline, geographic, national, and institutional boundaries
  • Makes importing & exporting your research output possible
  • Will be obligatory by FWO and EU when applying for funding

Please register for an ORCID online: https://orcid.org/register
3-LOGGING INTO PURE

LOG-IN

https://cris.vub.be/admin (Pure for researchers) VUB or UZ Net-ID

https://cris.vub.be (Pure portal: public)
3-LOGGING INTO PURE
ADD YOUR RESEARCH OUTPUT
3-LOGGING INTO PURE
ONE OR MULTIPLES CV
3-LOGGING INTO PURE

SEARCHING

1. Search within your own content
2. Search within the whole vub content (delete My content filter)
3. Build personal filters

Records can be downloaded in PDF, HTML, RIS, Word of BibTeX
HELP?! WE ARE HERE FOR YOU!

* Question? Check out the below links
  - [https://vub.service-now.com/sp?id=kb_search&kb_knowledge_base=dfc19531bf2021003f07e2c1ac0739ab](https://vub.service-now.com/sp?id=kb_search&kb_knowledge_base=dfc19531bf2021003f07e2c1ac0739ab) (knowledge base)
  - [https://vub.service-now.com/sp?id=kb_article&sys_id=6ee0c5c8db71c0500249ff361d9619d4](https://vub.service-now.com/sp?id=kb_article&sys_id=6ee0c5c8db71c0500249ff361d9619d4) (problems with portfolio)

* Assistance?
  - Log a ticket ([https://vub.service-now.com](https://vub.service-now.com)) (log in>create new ticket)
HET DENKEN MAG ZICH NOOIT ONDERWERPEN.

THINKING MUST NEVER SUBMIT ITSELF.

HET DENKEN MAG ZICH NOOIT ONDERWERPEN.